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Founder's Day

Join Home-Coming

Observed Despite

Celebration

Bad Weather

An especially noteworthy part of
the A. :md I . Homecoming events was
the annual Homecoming poster contest, which was sponsored by Prof. H.
Clinton Taylor, of tlie Art Department, and Mr. N. C. Webster, director
ol athletics. The contest was designed
lo inspire creative interest in the Aggie arl majors, as well as add to the
festive appearance lo the campus during Homecoming.

By

THOMAS S. COOPER, '49

The speaker said that there are 13
Negro colleges in North Carolina, and
they have a total enrollment of 8,600
students. Thus, he added, "We have
more Negro college students in North
Carolina than any other state in the
union. Also," he uttered, "we have
more Negro teachers in proportion to
students than any Southern or any
Northern State."
-4> From left to right—front row. Henry<f~Smith, R. O. Vaul's Senera Owens,
Ralph B. Galloway, Jessie M. Collins.
Dorothy M. Pettit, Lottie B. Brevard.
Clarence W. Coles. Standing: ;Soy H.
Brown, director. Eddie Griffin.' Bluette
Jenkins, Nina M. Johnson, Nellie O.
Thompson, Marion C. Ervin, Lacy McClinton, Leroy Dicks, Dorothea Johnson,
Nineteen students of A. and T. Col- Arthur B. Leak, Mary F. Davis, Eustace
By ROY L. HILL, '49
lege have been officially accepted for Blackmore, and Robert Rhinehart.
Miss Patricia McWhortor, assistant
recognition in the 1948-49 edition of
librarian, attended the North Carolina
"Who's Who Among Students in
Negro Library Association at William
American Universities and Colleges."
Penn High School, High Point, N. C ,
November 5 and 6, 1948.
They will be awarded an engraved
certificate to that effect next week.
T h e theme of the meeting was

Nineteen Aggies

Assistant Librarian

Make Who's Who

Attends Meet

The publication is a directory that
lists the names and fields of outstanding students from all of the colleges
and universities in the nation. T h e
names, scholastic records, and achievements of 20 students can be submitted
each year by a school for approval by
tlie judges employed by the publication. If approved they are accepted.
All of those submitted by A. and T.
were accepted. They are:

William Lewis Bedford, Helen R.
Blackmore, Bradley Cheatham, Leonard Dunn, James Moore Hargraves,
Robert Valgene Harris, John Alexander Hollingsworth, Willie Edward Jenkins, James Thomas Jones, John Carey
Kelly, John S. McGhee, Vernon A.
Mobley, Frank Sylvester Moore, Serena
Elizabeth Owens, Eula Elizabeth Samuels, Eugene E. Sartor, Leonard Joseph
By ROY L. HILL, '49
Simon, Walter White, and Scott WilTlie students of A. and T. will get
liams.
their treat on Thanksgiving evening
when Marimi Del Pozo, Spanish coloratura soprano, will take her first bow
at 8:15 p. m., November 25, in the
Richard B. Harrison Auditorium.
Miss Del Pozo, is a serious musician
and spends a great deal of her waking
time in advancing her knowledge of
By ROY L. HILL, '49
her chosen art and profession. It has
been said that Marimi Del Pozo is
Observance of the National Negro
the most promising vocalist to come Education Week on A. and T. campus
from tlie Iberian peninsula in several commenced November 7, 1948 with
generations.
the address of Rev. Kenneth R. WilMiss Del Pozo will combine the liams at the school's third vesper
acrobatic requirement of a difficult service of the year. Rev. Williams retype of vocalism with a warmth of ceived his R. A. degree from Morehouse
lone and richness of timbre which College and later he was awarded an
is all bul unknown amongst the ladies M. A. from Boston University. Rev.
who can scale their way up to high C. Williams, member of Winston-Salem
This distinguishing feature of her sing- City Council and college minister at
ing is the principal factor which sep- Winston-Salem Teachers College, spoke
arates her from practically all of the on "Learn to Live Together."
other coloraturas yet heard.
He said, "If man had begun a study

Del Pozo
W i l l Take
A Bow

'49

Due to the bad weather the principal speaker could not come, but the
exercises for A. and T. College Founder's Day observance went on as scheduled, on November 5th.
Tlie speaker, the Honorable Kenneth
C. Royall, Secretary of the Army, was
not able to attend but he dictated his
speech to the President's secretary and
it was delivered by Professor Roy H.
'.roun of tlie College's Speech and
Drama Department. In his speech the
secretary discussed the Negroes of
North Carolina and the political,
health, and educational advantages offered them here.

Bv Friday noon. October 29, the art
students had their large colorful
posters up in many conspicuous places
describing in many ways a victory over
Morgan Bears. The athletic department offered I luce prizes to the stuclenls who made the best drawings.
The first prize of $5 went to Scott
Williams, I Iarrisburg, Pa., second prize
of $3 went lo David R. Clark of Morristown, Tenn.. and the third prize
of $2 went to Allen Joyner, LaGrange,
N. C. More than fifty posters, which
were placed on exhibit, added more
Y*y-il lo Ihe Homecoming celebration
*%ich resulted in the first victory over
Alorgan since the beginning of the
classic.
The R. O. T. C. drill team and battalion also added color to the homelorni,.j event The drill team staged
an exciting ceremony at half time,
combined with the freshmen girls and
College band, while the ROTC battalion formed a cheering section in
the grand stands. All of this played
a great part in the Homecoming victory. The drum section in the band
deserves credit for cooperating with
Ihe cheer leaders in the rhythm of
the cheers. During the game at halflime the band formed the letter "M"
and played the Morgan Alma Mater.
Then the band crossed the field while
more than 200 freshmen girls dressed
in blue skirts and gold sweaters formed,
by moving, a continuous "A. and T."
The band played the A. and T. Alma
Mater. Dr. F. D. Bluford presented
Miss A. and T„ and the passing of the
floats concluded the half-time ceremonies.

ROY L. HILL,

Deep A r e
The Roots

T h e Richard B. Harrison Players
have selected the dates December 2
and 3 for presentation of the threeact melodrama, "Deep Are The Roots."
"Deep Are The Roots" deals with the
effect of prejudice on an educated Negro officer and an aristocratic white
family in the deep South.
Starring in the major roles are students who are familiar to the playgoing audience at A. and T. Other
roles, notably that of Brett Charles
and Genevra Langdon are played by
newcomers to the Richard B. Harrison
Players, Marion Ervin and Dorothy
Pettit. respectively. These two give
promise of great acting ability and
should present sterling characterizations.
Check December 2 and 3 on your
social calendar as they will be evenings
well worth remembering.

N A T I O N A L NEGRO
EDUCATION WEEK

"Books—A Foundation of Freedom."
Dr. Stuart Nelson, Dean of Howard
University delivered the opening address. He spoke on "Books Can Be
The Bridge of Human Understanding
and Librarians Are the Builders of
Bridges of Human Understanding and
Builders of Freedoms."

The faculty and student body wish to
extend their sympathy to Guy Bass and
Eugene Jiggitts on the death oi their
lathers, and John Kelly on the death oi
his brother.

He pointed out that the Negro has
made rapid progress and feels that he
will continue to progress.

Cornell Professor
Gives Concert
By ROY L. HILL, '49

John Kirkpatrick, pianist, spent several days on A. and T. campus under
the auspices of the Arts Program of
the Association of American Colleges
of New York.

Mr. Kirkpatrick, received his trainSectional meetings were held on the
ing at Princeton University and at the
public library, school library, and colconservatories of Fontainbleau and
lege library. Many problems peculiar
Paris.
to each section were discussed.
Since 1925, Mr. Kirkpatrick has been
On Friday night the conference din- studying and performing American
ner was held at tlie school's cafeteria piano music. His contribution in this
at which time Miss Marion Cuthbert, field led the eminent critic of the
Department of Personnel Service, New York Times, Olin D. Downes, to
Brooklyn College, spoke on "Reading say "Mr. Kirkpatrick has become a
Tastes as an Index of Current Social medium whereby the public and the
Thinking." She stressed the reading press alike can become well and auinterest of today and gave particular thoritatively acquainted with what
attention to the Kinsey Reiport and American composers have done and are
Human Destiny by du Nouy.
doing in the field of music for the
Saturday morning the theme was a keyed instrument. Mr. Kirkpatrick is
discussion of Audio-Visual Aids, with a professor of music at Cornell Uniexhibit and Dr. Virginia Lacey Jones, versity.

Director of the School of Library
Science, Atlanta University informed
the librarians on "New Developments
in Education for I.ibrarianship," after
of tilings in his immediate environ- which Mrs. Mary T. Grant, Supervisor
ment instead of reaching out in search of School Libraries, Greensboro, N. C ,
of things far away the world would spoke on "Books and Freedoms."
be a better place in which to live". He
At the conclusion of the meeting, repointed out that "atomic energy would ports were given by committees and
be one of the most useful discoveries I might note that two librarians from
(Continued on Page 8)
Greensboro received awards, Miss Alma

SYMPATHY

"We can be very sure," he declared,
"that any Southern movement based
on prejudice and injustice will not
long succeed. Such a movement can
only work a disservice to our Southland and to our entire nation."

Mr. Kirkpatrick's first day on the
campus was spent getting ready for
his concert and viewing the Art Department. He was pleased with Mr.
Scott Wiliams' "Agnes in the Garden".

Mr. Kirkpatrick opened his concert
with "In Namine" (In a Measure of")
by John Bull and "The Barley-Break"
by William Byrd. Both composers
lived during the Elizabethean period.
The second half of his program conI. Morrow of the A. and T. College sisted of Mozart's "Fantasy and Sonata
library for her film collection at the in C Minor".
A. and T. College and Mrs. J. M.
After winning the approval of his
Marteena, librarian at Bennett College, capacity audience, he closed his concert
for her research done in publishing with the "Sonata", by Johnson, "Tocthe pamphlet on "Negro Women in cata in E Flat Major" by Chanler,
Library Service in the State of North "The Alcotts" by Ives, and "Nostalgic
Carolina."
Waltzes" by Finney.
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The
Thanksgiving
Spirit
Well, that time of year is here again
—yes, the time of year when everybody
is happy but the folks with colds who
can't smell mother's cooking. Isn't it
simply awful to miss the fragrant smell
of the roasting turkey, chicken, the
stuffed duck, mince meat pie, or what
have you?
With the Thanksgiving Holidays,
we'll be home just in time to see
mother moving about her little white
spic and span kitchen from stove to
sink; backwards and forwards she goes,
like a busy bee to prepare the well
planned Thanksgiving dinner.
We Americans think on this day,
from a historical point of view, as a
day to prepare food for a feastful dinner and to give thanks to God for the
many blessings that have been bestowed upon us.
Naturally, we won't think just of
ourselves, but we will think of the
many starving people in Europe, and
lie thankful unto God that we are
blessed.
In order that we may have a more
joyous Thanksgiving, we'll think of
the family less fortunate than we, in
the spirit of giving, f will, won't
you?

Thanksgiving

The Schoo
In a world of such a rapid evolution,
when man and beast are concentrated
upon ways and means of bettering his
environment, I find it extraordinarily
timely to bring before the population
of this campus, factors, which will
stimulate our modes of behavior.
In the first place, in order that we
might have a better understanding
between student and faculty members
we must have a closer contact with
each other—that is, we must not segregate our instructors from our students
as superior beings, but rather to bring
tlieni together in a harmonious learning situation. Today as never before,
we realize that subject matter isn't
tlie sole constituent of education, but
is only one phase. Consequently with
these factors in mind we shall delve
into factors which will presuppose the
environment we'd like to have.
Yes, we all know and are fully conscious of the fact that by the time a
student finishes his secondary education, he should have an initiative such
as will create the ideal environment.
Yet we also realize that we should have
instructors who are capable of stimulating this initiative. We need instructors who not only know their subject
matter but who are also able to impart it in such a manner that every
student will learn at least the gist of
the material being imparted. Now is
the time more than ever to eliminate
those who say, "I'm exposing the material to you, if you don't get it, it's
your prerogative". We need those instructors who are both able and willing to recognize individual differences
and work to the ends to provide means
for an equal learning situation to the
fullest of their ability even under
crowded conditions. Since we are all
made of blood, flesh, and bone we all
have feelings and temptations; thus,
we need those instructors who are
strong enough to refrain from yielding
to the temptation of allowing themselves to bring personal matters into
the classroom. Now after the subject
matter has been learned we need to
take adequate time out to indulge in
social activity and in doing so we're
going to need guidance—sincere guidance, and human guidance. Therefore, we are going to need instructors
to whom we're able to ask, "Will you
chaperon our dance", or "Will you
chaperon our party, picnic," etc. and
feel reasonably sure that we can rely
upon their acceptance in order to insure good, wholesome and clean enjoyment.
Now since (he instructors alone do
not compose an institution we must
turn our undivided attention to the
student lo study what he could do to
aid the instructor in helping him to
better his environment. Too many
students have the false conception that,
"I am going to do what I choose to
do now," and years later change into
the ideal citizen spontaneously. But,
no, my fellow comrades — ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny; therefore our
behavior is a process of concrete contiguity. On this campus, as on other
campuses, we need students who are
persistent in their primary aim—getting an education in some particular
field. We need, also, students who
will honor and cherish their campus to such a degree that they will
strive wholeheartedly to uphold the
ideals the founders had in mind, to
uphold the rules of the institution, to
prolong the life of the facilities and
beautifications by generously caring
for them. We need students with
"school spirit"—that is, students who
are always ready to open their mouths
and cheer when the going gets rough,
and to raise a hand to encourage a
down-hearted man; those who are al
(Continued on Page 3)

Dke Shadow
By ROY L. HILL, '49

Since 1917 Communism, has increasingly flourished. As the monster
grew there has been a hush-hush campaign in the world. Men and women
have viewed Russia through rose-colored glasses. The tears, the groans,
the death cries of martyrs have not
been heard. Economic progress, increased production, happiness of the
people were the reports of the press.
Only since 1945 has the world looked
aghast at the silhouette of the Bear
poised above a troubled world, ready
to pounce upon it and destroy it. Almost too late do men and women now
see Communism in its true light.
What are the tenets of Communism
that can transform sane men into fanatics? What is the inner fire that can

OF THE BEAR Day
There litis never been an opportunity in Ihe history of our country
to do more for our fellowmen, wherecver they may be in the great family
of nations, than there now exists. We
have riches; we have an abundance of
food; we have full and undisturbed
facilities of production; and wc have
the atomic bomb. Greatest of all
must be our intangible possessions,
Communism dethrones God. This is the traditions, the heritage, the guarits primary principle. For the Deity, antees for which our forefathers fought
it oilers Economic Progress. The cardi- and died, our democratic way of living.
nal virtues of this theory founded by
These are the testing times for our
Karl Marx are a false justice, equality faith and lor our institutions. If
and fraternity. Since Communism abol- Thanksgiving finds its truest expresishes God, there is no place for a hu- sion in sharing, in carrying one's faith
man soul, no survival after death, no lo others, in projecting one's heritage,
future life.
iu turning the forces, the power, the

transfuse ignorant, unlettered people
into raging soap-box orators? What is
this creed that urges polished, educated classroom professors to wield
the sword of pen and word in defense
of Communism? What are these doctrines that can cause a Hollywood
camera to focus with favor upon the
mirage of Soviet Russia.

T h e matter that forms the universe prestige and the influence which have
been given us to good and construe
(Continued on Page 8)
live purposes, never before has there
been such a Thanksgiving.

Lack of Cooperation

This editorial could have been
drawn closer to us just by mentioning
the family gathering, the blessings,
the turkey dinner with all its trimmings, but there is a far fetched probbest. We listened to his acceptance lem which in the end means just how
speech thinking and hoping all of the thankful we will be in the years to
time that he would lie the string that come.
would mean advancement for the orWc have obligations to meet. Whethganization. For a few days after the er wc meet the burdens of otherl naopening of school his plans seemed to tions unselfishly, generously or fearhave attracted much attention, but it fully is up to all of us.
could be observed at the first meeting
The whole world looks to us today
that very few members were present,
as it has never looked before. Each
the second still less, and as time went
move, thought, or idea we make is
on, less. Seeing this continue, the
either discussed or thought about
young man becoming impatient (and
thoroughly. Whether or not we can
who wouldn't) resigned.
be thankful for that will be determined
This incident is related only as a by the way we meet the unprecedented
(Continued on Page 8)
responsibility and by the manner in
which we utilize a God-given opportunity which has been thrust upon
us. All that we have to fear is the fear
of self-failure.

Retarding Campus Organizations
One of the crowning sins against any
organization in any school can be very
well seen in the recent resignation of
Marshall Coston as president of the
Veterans' Association namely, nonsupport of the members or phrasing
it in other terms, lack of cooperation.
I canvassed for this man to become
president, not because of any specific
friendly interest, but because I felt
that he would help to advance the organization. I sat in the Veterans'
meeting on the same night this man
was elected, an energetic youth, eager
to make the biggest organization the

L/Jou L^un
JAMES H. LILLY, '51

Succeed,

and I know had to work hard and
Say what you may, the thing that keep working until they had mastered
makes a real man is that drive or their particular field of endeavor.
T h e realization of the power that
quality within which makes him want
to do the best he knows how with his is in you is the primary step in gaining
life. When this drive becomes weak- success. You are wonderfully endowed
ened, regardless of what the man has and equipped with intellectual power,
attained he is declining. To take life
as a responsibility, to apply to it the
power of his brain and brawn and out
of his effort achieve something honorable and worthwhile, is the process
that creates real men. This is a basic
During the week of the 7-13 of
must if you wish to make success your this month, our country celebrated
goal.
American Education Week. 'Ihe purWhen you see the many people pose of setting aside this week is to imabout you who seem to be seeking press upon us the importance of the
success, you as a youth often wonder responsibility and wise decisions that
if you have a chance. Why not? Your we are about to make and effect upon
chance is just as good as theirs. And the generations to come.
if you are determined to strive, to
Education, in its broadest sense,
seek, to find and not to yield, you have means, tlie development and strengththe advantage over a certain percentage ening of mind, body and soul in order
of the people in the beginning who to live happier and more meaningful
become weak under adversity and pros- lives.
perity and enjoy having someone solve
T o bring education closer to us at
their problems.
A. and T. College the following aims
You have it in you to succeed. Con- of a good education are suggested: an
tinuous, hard, unremitting devotion to education which gives not only invour job, be it large or small, im- telligence but character, not only
portant or insignificant, will bring suc- knowledge but understanding, not only
cess to you. Most people fail, not be- the skills but the ability to apply and
cause of lack of ability, but because use those skills, not only training in
they simply won't work hard enough how to earn a living but in how to
and long enough. When we look in live. The rate of learning depends
on the lives of some of our greatest upon your sincere desire to obtain a
men wc can better understand why good education. Answer the followwork is essential to success. Abe Lin- ing and classify yourself:
coln was once asked the secret of his
Do you desire to obtain a good edusuccess, he replied that it consisted of cation by passing from one class to
three things (1) Work, (2) Work and another
without asking questions
(3) Work. In Edison's analysis of a which are doubtful in your mind?
genius, he stated that a genius was two
Do vou desire to obtain a good eduper cent inspiration and ninety-eight cation by just passing the course?
per cent perspiration. T h e plain fact
Do you desire to obtain a good eduis that all the successful people you cation by living under the saying of

charm of personality and all the qualities which make for effective living if
you will only learn to see them and
bring them into play. But in doing
this you are certain to run into difficulty which gives you a greater appreciation of the success you attain. T h e
road toward success is very long, so
you must ever be on the march.

National Education and You
"Drink and be merry for who knows
what tomorrow brings"?
Or are you earnestly here to receive
a good education which will enable
vou to be respected and counted on
to do your best when called lo work
constructively?
On our campus there are societies,
fraternities, sororities, clubs, organizations and teams who are doing some
of the most constructive work to mold
good characters and personalities ever
lo be done for individuals at A. and T.
We are little people in a big world,
but we can work individually and
contribute to our cause. Look about;
find out what you lack in education;
examine yourself and try perfecting
yourself and then move on, into the
world and become a good example of
a good education.
These words are not written to impress you but to try to bring you your
purpose in attending an institution of
higher learning. T h e competition here
is nothing compared to the keen competition of the world after our graduation. Prepare now to meet all obstacles with a good education as your
guiding light. Let us live to shine
when the way is dark and to reflect the
progress of all who live to make this
a better world to live in.
JAMES BECKETT, '51
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Coston Resigns
As Veterans
Association Head
Rumors circulating for sometime
finally brought to the surface the truth
when Marshall Coston resigned as
head ol the Veterans' Association,
Tuesday, November 9, 1918. The reason for the resignation was given as
the lack of cooperation from the members to the administration.
Mr. Coston on taking office admitted
that this job of heading the Veterans'
Association is quite a responsibility
and urged the support of every member. He reiterated the same in the
first meeting of the year, but to the
youthful president it did not seem to
work and as a result he decided to
resign before going any further.
The Veterans' Association loses a
good man. but this cannot cause the
Association to go to the "rocks" for
the new commander-in-chief is striving in a desperate effort to strengthen
the cooperation of the Association.
l o till Veterans there comes an urgent
request from the new president for
support. Will you heed the call?
ALBERT W. SPRUILL
Publicity Director

Once again ils "Aggie Fad" time. I
hope by now everyone has gotten adjusted to study and dress.
Vou who missed the Fashion Review
on October 2(> really missed a treat.
The correct and incorrect forms of
dress were shown.
Ladies, a pointer or two from Charm.
Fall fashion is Ihe story of two silhouettes-one. fitted; the other, full.
Both are recognizable as an outgrowth
of last year's silhouettes but with modification and with moderation. There
is a distinct lack of exaggeration,
lengths and widths are controlled.
There is easy freedom, without swagger or bulk.
Many suits and dresses are austerely
simple in cut. with softness in the detail lather than line. You'll find this
simplicity often broken only by huge
cuffs, a big rolling collar or a slash
pocket set on the diagonal. Take a
look tit Francena Boykin's tangerine
suit. "The skirt is slim in front, all
fullness being swept to the back and
poised usually just below the waistline. You'll find ruffles, inverted or
impressed pleats, sometimes a small
bustle." Belli Alexander's cocoa brown
skirt and matching shoes is a good
example of this.
Length has been stabilized—some
twelve inches from the floor for dresses,
eleven to twelve inches for coats and
suits. There are many three-quarter
sleeves, often pushed up.
Dig that black satin dress as modeled
by Sonia Button. The three-quarter
sleeves are modeled by Gwendolyn
Guy and Dorothy Rcith wearing navy
and royal blue, respectively.
The colors for fall are a wide range
ol browns, greens, reds, blues in shades
of the plumage of wild birds from
brilliant vibrant tones to subtle, muted
ones. Ihe reds go from clear vermilion to deep Edwardian red plush;
Ihe browns from amber lo bitter chocolate. All the greens have a blue cast
from the deep woodland green to the
almost black-green. Many dark greys
arc important, smoke, zinc, gun and
elephant.
Blanche BOOIHT returned wearing
an elephant gray suit with green accessories.
Your accessories tire a truly important color accenl this fall. There
are manv little underarm—type b a g s slim envelopes of color to tuck under
your arms. Shoes have great style. The
low cul single strap shoes with the
medium Louis XV heel promises to be
ihe go with everything shoes. The
classic opera pump is always good. Dig
the ones La Verne Anglin wore homecoming.
Hats are. for the most part, still
small and worn straight forward. T h e
incoming trend is one with movement
forward and upward through manipulation or feather trim, and very pretty
with short hair—so is a hat draped to
one side of tlie head, slanting on an
oblique line.
Ike Osybery is really great in his
brown riding habit.
Wendell Jones is really a gentleman

As the Register's photographer roamed the campus, he found this group oi co-eds chatting after a busy school
day. They are Mary F. Davis, Gastonia, N. C; Annie B. Murrell. Jacksonville, N. C-; Jessie Murrill, Jacksonville, N. C,
who is Miss A. and T.; Mildred Valentine, Due West, S. C ; and Ruby Sapp, Jamestown. N. C.

THOUSANDS CHEER
CAPTAIN CAMPBELL

The School W e W a n t

(Continued from Page 2)
ways prompt to repeat "Into each life
some rain must fall," yet "behind the
clouds the sun is still shining." Above
all we want students who are going to
contribute their share to "all for one,
First P. M . S. & T. Scores W i t h
and one for all," thus bringing about
one common goal—better living and
Medals on Founder's D r y
learning together.
MARY ROSA CAMPBELL, '49
Captain Robert I.. Campbell, first assist the student in every respect, and
PMS&T at A. and '1'. College and I feel certain that every Aggie joins
presently assistant Dean of Men, re- me in saying, "Captain Campbell, you
Our neighbor says his wife would
ceived a tremendous ovation from the shall always be remembered."
make a fine baseball umpire . . . she
throng which gathered to witness the
THOMAS COOPER, '49
never thinks he is safe when he is out.
Founder's Day Exercises here on November 5. Captain Campbell, a veteran of World War I, and the SpanishAmerican War, has been employed by
the College since 1913, and since that
time lias been employed in various
departments. In addition to assisting the Dean of Men. Captain CampBy ROY L. H'I.L, '49
bell is also in charge of the student's
HELEN S. PUTMAN, Senior, Elemenline in the main campus cafeteria.
They tell me cheering will aid any
tary Ed. Major: "Usually people do
team. Why don't we cheer?
not cheer because they lack the
Scores With Medals
WINS TON CHILDS, Sophomore, Bioschool spirit and don't have Aggie's
Science Major: "Some of the Aggies
Captain Campbell drew the attenwelfare next to their hearts. I cheer
are too reserved or bashful to cheer.
tion of many freshmen, and visitors
because I realize the sacrifice the
I cheer because I am glad that the
during the Founder's Day Parade,
side
I
am
on
is
fighting
hard
to
win."
fellows are making and I am behind
which was led by the College crack
* ##
ROTC unit. Dressed in his World
them 100 per cent."
War I uniform. Captain Campbell SERENA E. OWENS, Junior, Physical
# #*
was decorated with numerous medals
Ed. Major: "In this enlightened time, WILLIAM L. BEDFORD, Junior,
and ribbons, which include the Dismany people have not learned the
Electrical Engineering Major: "They
tinguished Service Cross, Purple Heart
value of self-expression. I cheer behave not learned the art of exwith Two Oak Leaf Clusters, the
cause it is an expression of my emopression. I don't know why I cheer;
Philippine Campaign and Service
tional feelings."
(Continued on Page 8)
Medal, the Cuban Campaign Medal,
the Fiench Croix-de-Guerre, SpanishAmerican War Medal, North Carolina
Slate Medal, Disable Veterans Medal,
World War I Victory Medal, Verdun
Medal, French Croix-de-Guerre (plain),
Veterans of Foreign Wars Medal,
Spanish - American War Campaign
John Hollingsworth of Oswego, New Association a wealth of rich experiMedal, Flench Commemoration Medal,
York, has recently been placed in a ences. He served as editor of several
Past Commander American Legion
more responsible position in the Vet- Army newspapers and in many more
Medal and many others which we are
erans Association. Formerly serving positions of an advisory nature. At
unable to name in this column.
as first vice-president, the youthful present he is a member of the Alpha
Captain Campbell, better known to veteran, after the resignation of the Kappa Mu National Scholastic Honor
the students as "Capt.", seems to be president, assumed the role of com- Society, president of the Horticulture
verv much interested in the student mander-in-chief at the last meeting of Society, and columnist for the Aggie
Times.
bods. He expresses his willingness to the Association.
Veterans can rest assured that with
In a quiet, sincere manner the new
head immediately expressed his appre- the proper backing, this year will be
with tlie "Bold Look."
ciation to the group for elevating him an outstanding one in the annals of
Walter "Bubber" Woods was seen to the position, and declared, "With the organization history. There must
wearing an aqua collarless jacket, a the cooperation of the group we shall not be a let up because of a change in
(ream shirt and a brown figured bow march triumphantly to success in the administration for with hard work and
tie. Cream pants and brown shoes, future."
cooperation and the untiring leadercompleted the ensemble.
A graduate of Oswego Academy in ship exemplified by the new head
Jack Motley is really in style these Oswego, New York, and veteran of the organization cannot expect anylate days of November.
World War II, having served in the thing less than progress.
A. W. SPRUILL
So long, til we meet again (A. F. is European Theater of Operations, Mr.
Publicity Director
Hollingsworth brings to the Veterans
A. F.)

Veterans

iation

Head

Drill Team
Is Tops
Cadet Captain Albeit Brown, of
Charleston, South Carolina is again
in charge of the "crack" ROTC drill
team this year. Brown was formerly
a First Sergeant in last year's group
which was able to perform excellently
in parades and at ceremonies last year.
Before coming to A. and T., Brown attended a Military Academy in Virginia. He is a junior and a major in
Electrical Engineering.
The ROTC drill team was organized
two years ago, when Major E. C. Johnson and his staff came to this institution. The drill team is usually composed of freshmen cadets who have
had some previous military training,
but most of the cadets this year started
from scratch.
This year's drill team performed
splendidly during the half-time activities at our homecoming game with
Morgan. They also took an active
pari in the Founder's Day Ceremonies
in which they drilled before the inspecting body. T h e important officials on hand were very well pleased
with their movements.
Our motto, "Be sharp and stay
sharp", from last year's group is being carried out to the fullest by the
present drill team. T h e entire student body takes pride in having such
an outstanding group of cadets who
takes pleasure in performing for their
battalion and college.
ROTC drill team for 1948-49:
First Squad-Henry
J. Smith, III,
Robert E. Little, Johnnie Seay, James
B. Hardrick, Lloyd N. Gibson, Raymond Evans, Melvin Jones, William
H. Wright.
Second Squad—Robert Cooke, William 1). Alston. Charlie Mayo, Robert
Holt. Chancey Herring, Everett Flynn,
William Ledbetter, Alton Sharper.
Third Squad—Charles Watkins, Jr.,
Preston Fair, Robert I.. Little, John
Black, Jr., William C. Keen, Jr., John
Barnei, Joseph Jones, Jr., Keenth Taylor.
Fourth Squad—Vernon Carson, Melvin Ritter, Carnegie Hunter, Champion Dolphus, John Barber, Harry
Cofield, Roland S. Watt, Arthur
Pringle.
Color Guard—John Lewis, Asa Anderson, Robert Eldridge, William C.
Keen.
For more happenings of this group,
read next month's issue of the "Register."
JAMES BECKETT, '51
Reporter
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AMONG THE GREEKS AND OTHERS
Fortnightly Club
By

ROY L.

Alphadom

Chosen Best

HILL

The members of the Beta Epsilon
Chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity wish everyone a most enjoyable
Thanksgiving and sincerely hope that
the annual 'Thanksgiving Day classic,
with Johnson C. Smith University playing against the "mighty Aggies" will
end wilh the Aggies victorious.

The Fortnightly Club commenced
functioning for the current year with
five enthusiastic members.
T h e club was organized seven years
ago by Prof. Brooks of the department
of English at A. and T.
' I h e purpose of the club is to review
novels, fiction or current news at the
meetings which are held the first and
third Thursday nights of each month.
Last year the club discussed Forever
Amber, Star Point North,
Strange
Fruit, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, The
Corn is Green, The Razor's Edge and
Wuthering
Heights.
T h e members are Miss Katie
Graham, home economics major, chairman; Levi Fonville, chemistry major;
Roy L. Hill, English major; Mary
Malloy, biological science major; and
James Farrow, fine arts major. Mr. C.
Russell Wyrick and Miss L. Yolande
Mebane arc advisors for the new year.
We welcome all new members. All
you need to be eligible for membership is an interest in books.

On last October 22. the chapter and
ils sisters, Ihe AKA's were honored
with a joint entertainment with the
Sphinxmen and Ivy Leafs serving as
hosts and hostesses, respectively. 'The
evening was enjoyed by all who attended and refreshments were plentiful.
We regret to announce the death of
Brother Eugene Jiggits' father, earlier
in the month. We wish to express our
untold sympathy for Brother Jiggits
during lbe hours of bereavement and
to encourage Brother Jiggits to keep
up his spirit.
We also wish Brother William
Clarke's father a speedy recovery from
his recent illness.

Virginia Club News
T h e Virginia Club is the newest organization on the campus. It was organized October 21, 1948, by a group
of Virginia students. T h e aim of the
club is to promote closer relationship
between students of Virginia.
T h e officers of the club are Rudolph
Boone, president; Warren Harris, vice
president; Edna Jackson, secretary;
Doris Russell, assistant secretary; Arthur Burton, sergeant-at-arms; Sandy
Johnson, treasurer; Prescott Coleman,
business manager; Louvenia Carter, assistant business manager; Thomas Terrell, chaplain; Glenice Mills and Chester Etibanks, reporters.
T o make a good "quick-kick" in its
social function, the club gave its first
social dance November 13, 1948 in the
recreation building at North Campus.
Our guests were the Virginia State
Football team and band.
Because of the recent organization
and limited activity of the Virginia
Club, the news is brief. Watch for
our highlights in the next issue. We
are asking all Virginians who have
not joined the club to do so at our
next meeting. The time and place
will be posted.
GLENICE MILLS, '49 and
CHESTER EUBANKS, '50
Reporters

Kappa Komments

r

< %f'

m
-<•>^Mu
have selected Brothers Arthur Etibanks, President; Warren Harris, Secretary; and George Hampton, Treasurer.
During the Homecoming week-end,
a few of our Big Brothers were back
visiting the campus. They were Big
Brothers Aris Covington. Louis Newberry, Frank Bowden, and Theodore
Welles.
"Miss Lampodas" for the current
year has been selected. She is Miss
Lillie Miller, a member of the Pyramid
Club of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
T h e Pyramid Club and the Lampodas Club gave a joint Chapel program
in October. The idea of the program
was to get over to the student body
the proper dress for specific occasions.
C. ARTHUR EUBANKS, II
Reporter

Pyramid Club
The Pyramid Club sponsored a
Chapel Program October 26, 1948. The
program consisted of the "Do's and
Don'ts" for Campus Wear. The proper
and improper dress was featured by
various Pyramids escorted by . the
Lampodas. There were scenes portraying the proper dress for formal and
informal dances, sports wear, evening
wear, the proper conduct in the dining
hall, and the proper conduct in public. The program attempted to stress
the point that bad combinations of
colors and materials are not considered
proper.

The Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority

Psi News

Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity created one of the most
unusual homecoming floats under the
competent guidance of our ingenious
brother, Thomas A. Richardson. The
float was a chariot which carried a
large "Q", symbolic or emblematic of
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Within
the "Q" was seated the lovely Miss
Hybernia McAdoo, reigning queen of
Mu Phi.
Standing bravely on the four corners
of the chariot as Greek warriors, guarding the beautiful "Miss Mu Phi," were
Brothers 'Thomas Richardson, Alexandria Graves, Lewis Baylor, and
Floyd Pelham.
Welcome from the Mu Psi Chapter
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. We are
truly sorry for the delay in the chapter news.
'To the freshmen, we are glad to
have you, and to the upper classmen,
wc are glad to have you back. We
hope you enjoy your current school
year.
We are glad to have so many brothers back. Our ambition is to make
this year the greatest in the history
of A. and T.
'To our new brothers, we congratulate you and welcome you to the fold.
They are Biol hers Laban C. Maultsby,
Robert Capers, George Knox, Howard
Hickman. Theodore Saurez, James
Hargraves, Willie Walker, and Alphonso Parks.

A. and T. Homecoming Parade was
highlighted by the traditional "Kappa
Kruise", preceded by a convertible in
which the Kappa Sweetheart rode.
Brothel Walter White steered the
Kruise in the parade.
T h e Greensboro Alumni Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi will send some of
the undergraduate brothers to the
Kappa Conclave Christmas in Detroit.
The representatives are expected to
bring back new ideas, an account of
We, the Pyramid Club, are hoping
conclave proceedings, and inspiration that the program has been beneficial Sophist Honor Society
'The Sophist Honor Society met for
to the first meeting of the New Year. to all.
the second time during the winter
BILL HARRIS, '49
ALBERTHA LOFTIN
quarter and the following order of
Reporter
Pyramid Reporter
business was proposed: T h e members
have discussed and will discuss all
Lampodas News
Sigmadom News
plans and problems thoroughly, then
'The Eta Chapter, Phi Beta Sigma take constructive action on them.
T h e Lampodas Club of Mu Psi
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Fraternity wishes to announce the makWe are trying to the best of our
is functioning again after a most en- ing of seven new brothers, Thursday, abilities to make our aims and purjoyable summer. We are now guided November I, 1918. They are Brothers poses work so they can be understood
by a most capable leader, Big Brother Edward Holliday, Clarence Jackson, by the students who are here to attain
John Tillery who is assisted by Big Samuel Little, Theodore Lowery, Hazel the education that surrounds them
Wallace, Fennell Yates, and Arthur every day.
Brother Joe Grier.
Members who started with us in Young.
T h e officers elected for the current
We are happy to receive Brother year are as follows: Wilbur Douglas,
September are now our Big Brothers.
They are Big Brothers Laban Maults- James Gordon, a special student who President; Alease Massenberg, Viceby, Robert Capers, George Knox, Flow- was last affiliated with the Alpha Al- President; Robert V. Harris, Secretary;
aid Hickman, Theodore Saurez, James pha Chapter. Phi Beta Sigma Fra- Dawson C. Deese, Treasurer; James O.
Hargraves, Willie Walker, and Al- ternity, Virginia State College, Peters- Beckett, Reporter.
phonso Parks. We who are left will burg. Virginia. We hope his stay with
At the present time, our organizakeep striving to make that goal of our chapter will be advantageous to tion does not wish to print far-fetched
ihe chapter as well as to himself.
Omega Land.
plans and padded ideas as "action
JOHNNIE J, WALKER, '50 speaks louder than words." T h e proSince the previous officers of the
gram committee is headed by Nina
Reporter
Lampodas Club have crossed over, we

Congratulations lo Brother John S.
McGhee for his recent recognition by
the college as a candidate for Who's
Who in American Colleges.
So long, until the next issue.
JAMES A. LONG, '50
Reporter

Johnson with the active aid of Ger'The Alpha Phi Chapter of the Altrude Lee, Dawson Deese and James pha Kappa Alpha Sorority held its
Lilly.
first meeting of the new school year
'There are certain requirements for on September 25, 1918. with a hearty
joining the Sophist Honor Society and welcome extended all returning sorors.
those who arc interested should conNew officers elected arc: Frances
sult their college catalogue. Read in.' Starke. President; Daisy Daniels, Vicebooks and obtaining high grades in President; Evelyn Young, Recording
your classes are not the only thing 'h ,t Secretary; Eddie Lee Moore, Assistant
can help an individual become edu- Recording Secretary; Virginia Durham,
cated. Watch the bulletin boards for Corresponding Secretary;
Elizabeth
our next meeting and make plans to Samuels, Treasurer; Hannah Rives,
attend and find out what the others Sergeant-at-Arms; Shirley Bullock,
are doing.
Dean of Pledgees; Laverne Anglin, Assistant Dean of Pledgees; Elizabeth
JAMES BECKETT, '50
Samuels, Keeper of Files; Jessye CarnReporter
ey, Reporter; and Geneva Bradley, Assistant Corresponding Reporter.

Beta Kappa Chi News

'The members of Alpha Alpha Chapter of Beta Kappa Chi National Honorary Scientific Society have been busily
engaged during the month in planning
constructive and interesting activities
for the year which will help to realize
the objectives of Beta Kappa Chi. Of
particular interest is the encouragement of scientific research and the dissemination of scientific knowledge here
at the college.
The officers and members of Alpha
Alpha Chapter are as follows: J. B.
Pendergrast, Sponsor; Lawrence R.
Shipp, President; Eugene E. Sartor,
Vice-President; Yvonne Simmons, Secretary; Dr. B. T. White, Treasurer;
Robert V. Harris, Reporter; J. B. Jeffries, James Jones, Vivian Harris, Dean
J. M. Marteena, ¥.. S. Carr, William
Bedford, E. T. Murphy, Calvin J. Hammond, Dr. W. L. Kennedy, W. Spigener. J. W. R. Grandy, C. R. A. Cunningham, James Hargroves.
ROBERT V. HARRIS, '49
Reporter

Archonian Club
The Archonian Club of the Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority had its first meeting of
this sehool session the early part of
October. The following officers were
elected: Virginia Lomax, President;
Sadie Peoples, Vice-President; Mary
Daggatt, Secretary; Theola Farmer,
Treasurer; F.rline Pickens, Chaplain
and Reporter.

With the new year well under way,
the sorority members hope you cnjoyed the noted pianist, Hazel Scott.
who appeared in concert in Richard
B. Harrison Auditorium, 'Thursday,
November I, at 8:15 P. M.
We are
of A. and
sist them
quainting
things ol

welcoming all new students
T. College, and wish to asas much as possible in acthemselves with the finer
the institution.

JESSYE CARNEY, '50
Reporter

Delta News
(.reelings from the Alpha Mu Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
The Deltas decided that for their
Homecoming float this year, they
would have something unusual and,
at the same time, show the symbol of
Ihe sorority "The Duck". T h e float,
made in the form of a duck was decorated in red and white and was occupied by "Miss Delta", Jennie DeVcaux, and her attendants, Jessie Collins and Frankic Prince. They were
dressed in red and white and wore
kolinskies.
We are having a Chapel Program
on December 7. 1918. Wc should all
be reminded that this is "Pearl Harbor
Dav." You ate cordially invited to
attend the program at that time.
MATTIE LONG, '49
Reporter

Courtesy is indeed like beauty . . .
The Archonians and their friends onl) skin-deep. That's where both
along with Sorors Ruby Sapp, Marie should be . . .out in the open, to be
Parker, and Mattie Simphin were en- appreciated.
tertained by the graduate chapter of
* #*
the city.
Real honest thinking is very rare
ERLfNE PICKENS, '50
. . . because it entails hard work.
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Solution to Last Month's Puzzle
EUGENE E. SARTOR, '49

anae
orner
By

ROY

L.

HILL,

'19

There was a y o u n g m a n of F o r t h
Worth
W h o was b o r n on t h e day of his b i r t h .
He was m a r r i e d , some say
On his wile's w e d d i n g day,
And he died when he q u i t t e d t h e e a r t h .
—'The
Heights

* # #
F a t h e r : W e r e they very strict on you
at school?
Son: Well, o n e fellow died in class
and they p r o p p e d him u p till t h e lecture ended.
— Yule Record

* # #
Advice to t h e lovelorn:
Sav il with flowers,
Say it wilh sweets,
Sav il with music,
Say it with cats;
Say it with jewelry
Say it with d r i n k
But always be careful
Nol to sav il with ink.
—San Francisco

Is T

V A N I T Y : O u r a d m i r a t i o n of the
wisdom of those w h o come to us for
advice.
SENILITY:
promotion.

Being first

CONSCIENCE:
of (be police.

in line

for

T R O U B L E : O n e of the things in
w h i c h Ihe s u p p l y always exceeds the
demand.
R A C K T R A C K : An insane asylum
w h e r e they let t h e i n m a t e s go h o m e
at n i g h t .
DIGNIFY:
The q u a l i t y t h a t enables o n e w h o says n o t h i n g , does n o t h ing, a n d knows n o t h i n g , to c o m m a n d
a lot of respect.
R O M A N C E : W h a t girls sit d o w n
lo talk over m a n to m a n .
A M E R I C A : I h e only place where
every m a n is allowed his o w n o p i n i o n
a n d every o t h e r m a n tries his best to
c h a n g e it.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Foghorn

By EUGENE E. SARTOR, '49
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" T h y F r a n k election m a k e ; t h o u hast
t h e p o w e r to choose."
All's Well That Ends W e l l , Act I I I ,
Scene 3
" P r o m i s i n g is t h e very air O ' the
time."
T i m o n of Athens—V, I
" H e n r y is y o u t h f u l a n d will quickly
yield."
I H e n r y V I . I, I
" T h e r o t t e n diseases of t h e S o u t h "
T r o i l u s a n d Cressida V, I
" F o r H a m , I see v i r t u e in his looks."
I H e n r y IV, I I , 4
" W h a t ' s to d o h e r e , T h o m a s . "
M e a s u r e for M e a s u r e 1, 2
" W h o gives a n y t h i n g to p o o r T o m . "
I.car H I . 4
" L e a v e us to o u r free e l e c t i o n . "
Pericles 11, 4
—Loyola
Greyhound
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(^katterbox

The wholesome fear

DENTIST:
A man
who always
m a k e s a m o u n t a i n o u t of a molar.

MQY

9HHE

The Election

N U D I S T : The only golfer who goes
a r o u n d t h e whole course in n o t h i n g .

m

T
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* * *

This w o n d e r f u l w o r l d is so full of
t h i n g s . . . we can easily d o w i t h o u t .

a

Is

\£30

A voting theologian n a m e d Fiddle
Refused to accept his degree;
" F o r , " said he "It's e n o u g h to be
Fiddle
W i t h o u t b e i n g F i d d l e , D. D . "
—Long Island University
Seawanhaka

T R A D I T I O N : A clock t h a t tells w h a t
l i m e it was.
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W H A L E : A large fish t h a t swallowed o p e r a t i o n s a r e usually d i r e c t e d by bloc
|ouah.
heads.
I . 1 M B U R G E R : A cheese c o m p o s e d
P R O B L E M : A disturbing situation
thai often i n t e r r u p t s a congressional of w h a t d e c o m p o s e d .
O L D M A N : O n e w h o objects too
filibuster.
m u c h , consults too l o n g , v e n t u r e s too
D O C T O R : A m a n w h o suffers from
little a n d r e p e n t s too soon.
good h e a l t h in his c o m m u n i t y .
E C H O : The only t h i n g t h a t can
T R U T H : An o p i n i o n t h a t still surcheat a w o m a n o u t of t h e last w o r d .
vives.
M O O N : A heavenly b o d y t h a t affects
L I Q U O R : A l i q u i d t h a t makes one both t h e tide a n d u n t i e d .
feel like a new person, b u t look like
GOSSIP: Someone who puts 2 and 2
an ole o n e .
together a n d gets 22.
U n t i l n e x t m o n t h , I'll be seeing ya'
P O L Y G A M Y : A willingness to have
and good Daffynitions to ya.'
two Mothers-in-law.

\s

R A P

H e l l o t h e r e you gay Aggies. T h i s
is your mystery news r e p o r t e r , C h e r r i e
(Aggie) C h a t t e r , b r i n g i n g you t h e firsth a n d i n f o r m a t i o n of on t h e c a m p u s
gossip. W h y d o n ' t you y o u n g ladies
get u p with t h e kicks, a n d w a t c h t h e
road t h a i leads across t h e " t r a c k "
some S u n d a y a f t e r n o o n . N o , I advise you not to d o t h a t , because C h e r r i e
C h a t t e r will be o u t of a j o b .

ti?

e n r o u t e to the C a r o l i n a T h e a t r e

and
1. W o m e n were m a d e before m i r r o r s
escorts. a n d have been before t h e m every since.
S t r a n g e t h i n g s are s u r e h a p p e n i n g
2. O u t of a class of forty-six stud e n t s , forty-five s t u d e n t s m a d e a m a r k
every day.
of one h u n d r e d , so t h e teacher c a m e
I w o n d e r how does T h o m a s C. t h i n k
to t h e conclusion t h a t she h a d o n e
he can d o d g e C h e r r i e C h a t t e r , a n d
honest student?
b r i n g a s t r a n g e chick to t h e movie and
3. T h e reason some girls have to
YOU

should

have

seen

their

sit r i g h t before my very eyes.

H o m e c o m i n g was m o r e t h a n a vicYou know it is a lot of fun visiting tory for Cousins. H e tied t h e k n o t .
(he c a m p u s movies, a n d seeing you O h , b u t he d i d .
try to h i d e from m e . J u s t because I
B. Baker was all in smiles w h e n J.
lei you slide last m o n t h d o e s n ' t m e a n
W . sang on the J a m Session. H e is
t h a t I d i d n ' t sec you. It's W . C h i l d s
still " p l a y i n g it cool."
I am t a l k i n g a b o u t . T h e n i g h t h a s
1". Boykins is really p l a y i n g it "cool'
a t h o u s a n d eyes. O h , b u t it does.
this year. W h a t a b o u t it R. W .
I w o n d e r who does Jack P . t h i n k h e
If a n y o n e is i n t e r e s t e d in t h e n u m
is k i d d i n g . That c e r t a i n o n e in H o l l a n d
Hall has you all sewed u p , a n d t h e en- ber of steps from the d i n i n g h a l l to
M o r r i s o n H a l l , ask J. J o n e s . H e walks
lire c a m p u s knows.
A. I., in Morrison H a l l certainly is it often e n o u g h .

P E R F E C T G U E S T : O n e who can
m a k e t h e host feel at h o m e .
O L D T I M E R : O n e w h o r e m e m b e r s falling for W . H a r r i s . You b e t t e r
when it was r e s p e c t a b l e to act em- watch t h a t "stuff" child. You s h o u l d n ' t
barrassed at t h e sight of a lady's petti- rob t h e c r a d l e .
coal.
L. F l y t h e , why d o n ' t y o u m a k e u p
S K E L E T O N : A stack of bones with your m i n d . Is it I). D u c k e t t , or B .
all t h e p e o p l e scraped olf.
Withers? P e r h a p s I s h o u l d ask t h e
W O L F ' : A m a n w h o whistles o n the Gypsy.
c o r n e r a n d howls at h o m e .
L. H a r s h a w , you may as well s t a r t
C O L L E C T O R : The only fellow w h o singing " D o n ' t T a k e Y o u r Love from
will slick to a m a n w h e n h e h a s n ' t got Me", because C h e r i i e C h a t t e r s a w
a cent.
something.
C O N G R E S S : A n a t i o n a l body whose
C a u g h t T . Priestly, a n d E. M a r t i n

C h e r r i e C h a t t e r is w o n d e r i n g why S.
O w e n s is w a l k i n g t h e c a m p u s singing
" T h i n g s Ain't W h a t T h e y Used T o
Be."
C. Gibson seems to b e m a k i n g V a n story Hall his h o m e these a u t u m n
days.
J. H o l l i n g s w o r t h , why try to " p l a y
it so cool." T h e city of G r e e n s b o r o
is w o n d e r f u l , isn't it. C o u l d it b e
s o m e o n e in t h e city? W a t c h o u t , for
C h e r r i e C h a t t e r will catch y o u .

k e e p on t h e i r toes is because of t h e
heels who k e e p after t h e m ?
4. Even " t h o " t h e M o r g a n Bears
were on t h e i r guard,
the Bulldogs
came back after t w e n t y years a n d got

I. H a r d e n s
5. More t h a n four
9. I r r i g a t e
1(1. Celestial bodies
12. In (Spanish)
13. Preposition
14. Actor
18. Cleanse
20. A r o u n d - u p
2 1 . Ou (Spanish)
22. Earl Marshall (abbr.)
21. Prefix
26. Stop
27. An i m a g e
31. P r a n k
33. F e m i n i n e n a m e
31. 'Translucent
35. 'Teratology (abbr.)
36. A p o w d e r
37.
Perfumes
38. Boil slowly
39. Brawls

cm in l b e end.
W e ' r e in t h e l i m e VERTICAL
light or shall we say t h e center so this
1. Dance (Span.-Amer.)
bit of scribe serves its p u r p o s e .
_l N e a r
5. Some p e o p l e a r c afraid for t h e
3. Direction (abbr.)
skim milk if we, t h e college s t u d e n t s ,
1. S t r o n t i u m (abbr.)
a r e t h e cream of t h e c r o p .
5. F a b i a n Society (abbr.)
(i. P r o n o u n
J A M E S B E C K E T T , '51
7. V i r g i n i a (abbr.)
8. Efface
M o u t h s are t h e t h i n g s t h a t a r e most 9. D e t e r i o r a t e
often o p e n e d by m i s t a k e .
I I . Bow of a s h i p
15. Anglo-Saxon letter
Hi. N e w E n g l a n d (abbr.)
17. M a n a n a
Watch - Clock
18. Resistance (elec.)
Jewelry Repairing
19. P r e p o s i t i o n
Torment
23.
WORK GUARANTEED
24. Account (abbr.)
2.5. A c o u n t r y (central Asia)
26. Cease
28. Fear (Spanish)
LICENSED
29. E q u i p s
213 S. O b e r m e y e r St.
Dial 2-3180
31). G r a i n s
32. R a w h i d e

ELLIOTT A. HEMBY
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A. & T. Aggies Make History
Sportcasting
Victory Invades Aggieville
Flello sports fans, this is yours truly
writing from the Greensboro Memorial
Stadium on this
lovely afternoon of
October 30. I have
just witnessed one
of the most spectacular runs of the
season by Leonard
Harshaw as the A.
and T. Aggies toppled the powerful
Morgan Bears 6-0,
thereby
winning
their first Homecoming Victory in
ten years. It looked as if an atom
bomb had exploded in the bleachers
to fill the spacious skies with a burst
of cheers from more than 12,000 who
gathered here to witness this gala celebration.
A grand reunion is taking place with
members of the team being carried off
the field by friends and relatives who
seem to be victory wild. In the main
campus dining hall, you can hardly
hear your own voice because of the
greatest victory demonstration ever to
take place on our college campus. The
bell, which has been resting peacefully

With Cooper

in the tower above Crosby Hall for
nearly a quarter of a century, is now
swinging lo and fro filling the air
with a gentle lone of victory as 'fotogs'
gaze upward to snap a bird's eye view
of this historical display.
Bell Hailed At Dusk
With the dusk slowly creeping over
Aggieville, thousands
are
flocked
around the football training room
cheering Coaches William "Big Bill"
Bell and his side-kicks, Coaches Echols
and Brown for paving the Aggies to
their first victory in the history of the
institution over the Morgan Bears.
Many of the alumni and fans who
had given up all hopes have now
climbed aboard the Aggie band wagon
for a smooth ride over Virginia State,
J. C. Smith, and the North Carolina
Eagles. Manv. being a little doubtful
about the Trojan game, stated that if
Bell doesn't win another game this
season, he is O.K. with them, because
of the historical victory over Morgan.
Members of the team who are being
highly praised by the alumni are
"Little" Sherwood Thompson, David
Kithcart, Leonard Harshaw, Joe Williams, Athie Garrison, Hornsby Howell
and milas Kelly.
Learn the Alma Mater!

COMING S00N-BULL HIDE AND
EAGLE FEATHERS GIVEN FREE
'The football team has a great treat
in store for tlie Aggies during the remaining football season. On Thanksgiving Day, the student body will be
treated with beautiful Bull Hide, when
the coach from Johnson C. Smith University brings a nice herd of "Bulls"
to get slaughtered in Memorial Stadium during the 'Turkey Day Classic.
When asked by this reporter whether
or not there will be any beef steak
on the menu that day, members of the
team stated that they are tired of offering the Aggies beef steak each year.
Therefore, they are giving something
different this time. Last year Smith
brought a bad "Herd" which was hard
to handle until half-time. However,
the "Bull" was all cooked up at the
final gun. and placed on the table
where all Aggies enjoyed a delicious
treat with gravy on the side.

from the North Carolina College
Eagles here December 4. Last year
the Aggies invaded Durham and
started to barbecue the little birds
in their own back yard, but the Eagles
pecked the Aggies, thereby causing
them to bungle the job. Another one
of the football players told this reporter that, the "Eagles" might fly
down lo Greensboro, but they will
have to hike a ride back. One of the
art students has already begun drawing a poster for the celebration with
the Eagle on crutches headed for
Durham. Another art student is showing the Aggie bulldog giving the Eagle
the "kick-off" on the fifty yard line.
'This all goes to show that the entire
student body will be 100 per cent with
Ihe Aggies when they meet J. C. Smith
Bulls, and North Carolina College
Eagles, here soon.
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nose, turned the event into a laugh
riot as he took his text from a poster
put up by the art students. The words
of his text were: "Give 'em That Old
A. and T. Spirit". The "Aniens" and
cheers from the students could be
heard for many miles. After the funeral, the casket was borne by a group
of boys with Rev. Paddlefoot standing
on a high platform which was carried
bv another group. The mass joined
Ihe grand funeral march which extended from the campus to Bennett
College and back, to the bon fire on
the athletic field. After the bon fire,
the students assembled in Harrison
Auditorium and saw the movies of all
A. and T. games. The high peak of
spirit extended throughout the next
day, at which time the Aggies defeated
Morgan 6-0.
SPORTS EDITOR

High School
Letters Forbidden
It has been brought to our attention
that most Freshmen athletes who
earned letters and sweaters in high
school, are still wearing those letters
on the A. and T. College campus. In
the past, it has been against the school
regulations to wear such honors on the
College campus. The only letters that
should be worn by A. and T. students
on A. and T. campus, are strictly A.
and T. letters.
'This also applies to the members of
the band and other organizations who
are likely to have letters resembling
those received in high school. If you
have a sweater with a high school letter on it. it is better that you remove
the letter or don't wear the sweater on
the campus at all, because everyone
will know that it is out of place on
the A. and T. College campus. If
visitors come on the campus and see
you wearing a high school varsity letter, they will want to know whether or
not this is a high school or college.
Your cooperation is greatly appreeia ted.
SPORTS EDITOR

Spanks Morgan 6-0
"Bill" Bell Scores First
Victory Over Bears
William "Big Bill" Bell, head mentor for the A. and T. Aggies put on
his war boots and took a determined
eleven down to Greensboro Stadium,
October 30. and made history by
spanking a bunch of naughty bad
Bears from Morgan State College by
a score of (i-0. Coach Hurt, mentor
for the Bears, seemed to be badly hurt
as he let the tears "flow like wine",
when a lew Aggie sympathizers approached him to show their enjoyment
of the game. One of the greatest celebrations ever to take place in the history of the College got underway because this was the first Homecoming
victory for the Aggies in ten years,
and the first time the Aggies ever defeated the Morgan Bears in the history
of the sport.

first and goal to go lor Morgan. However, with only live seconds left in
the game. Morgan faded back for a
pass as the crowd grew tense. Lady
luck failed for Morgan when Leonard
Harshaw. Aggie back, intercepted the
pass on the A. and T. goal line, and
made Ihe most spectacular run of
the game. With beautiful blocking,
Harshaw raced 65 yards as the gun
fired to cud lbe game with the Aggies
leading (i-0. If Harshaw had had one
more man lo block lor him it would
have been a 100 yard clash for the
Junior who hails from Springfield,
Ohio. Congratulations to the entire
team for its brilliant win over Morgan.
SPORTS EDITOR

The game which proved to be a
thriller from start to finish got under
way at 2:30 p. m. T h e first two quarters saw the two teams engaged in a
punting dual. However, the third period made history as the A. and T.
team capitalized on a fumble on the
Morgan 35 yard line. With sensational blocking, Athie Garrison, Aggie
halfback, weaved and side stepped his
way to the Bear's line where it was
first and goal. After Stonewall received
a hand off to place the ball on the
four yard line. Athie Garrison made
an end sweep to cross standing up. On
the play. Morgan was olf-side, but the
penalty was refused and the Aggies led
6-0. The try for the extra point was
wide.

A. & T. Band At
Shaw; Ya. State
Band Here

Morgan Threatens
Late in the fourth quarter, the visitors completed several passes to place
the ball on the Aggies' six yard line
with first and goal. However, the
A. and T. line, backed up by Hornsby
Howell, David Kithcart, Sherwood
Thompson and Big Joe Williams, refused to let the visitors advance any
closer to pay dirt. With three minutes
left in the game the Bears started another air attack, which ended on the
A. and T . four yard line, where it was

When the A. and T. Aggies engaged
the Shaw Bears al Raleigh, the 92-piece
A. and T. College band was on hand
lo render music for the occasion. In
addition to making a great showing
in all Aggie home games, the A. and
T. band was host to the Virginia State
band of Petersburg, Va., when the Aggies tramped the Trojans here November 13.
'The A. and "T. Band received high
recognition in Raleigh as the 92 musicians, led by a special Drum Major
Twiller, and four beautiful high-stepping majorettes, led the parade from
Shaw's campus to the stadium. The
Aggies' band staged a hot pep rally on
Shaw's campus just before the parade.
Both A. and T. and Virginia State
bands made an impressive showing
here November 13. The local's uniforms were not quite up to par, but
the band received scores of praises for
(Continued on Page 8)

The Aggies Got the Three Bear's Soup

Do you know the A. and T. Alma
Another treat in store lor the A.
and T. student body is the supply of Mater? . . . Learn it !
SPORTS EDITOR
"Eagle" Feathers which will be clipped

STUDENTS STAGE WILD
HOME-COMING CELEBRATION

W-ZmmZg''

liAi

MORGAN BEARS BURIED
Ihe biggest Homecoming celebration ever to take place in the history
of A. and T. College got underway,
Friday, October 29 and extended
through Saturday, October 30. A
throng of nearly 2.000 students gathered in front of the main campus dining hall Friday night at 6:00 p. m. to
witness tlie "Funeral Rites of Morgan
Bears". Several Aggies volunteered to
preach the funeral but Howard Kenuedy, under the name of "Rev. Paddlefoot" won the toss.
Kennedy, dressed in white trousers,
and an old fashioned split-tail coat,
began the funeral procession at North
Dormitory where they slowly marched
to the dining hall where the mass of
students received him with enthusiastic

emotion. The casket which was draped
in black and orange paper had been
placed in front of the dining hall all
afternoon because it had been learned
that the burial would take place Friday night at Ihe bon fire.
The meeting was called to order by
the pastor, and Warren Harris, under
the name of "Deacon Slewfoot" led a
humorous word of prayer. The obituary was read by William Hawkins who
posed as "Caldonia's boy friend". The
spectators nearly cracked their sides
with laughter as he closed the obituary
by singing "What Make Their Big
Head So Hard . . . Mop We're Gonna
Beat 'em, We're gonna beat 'em just
the same". Rev. Paddlefoot, putting
You may call them "Goldie Locks",
a pair of old fashioned specks on his or "Goldie Hair", but when the above

pictured Aggies met the three little
Bears from Morgan State College October 30, the entire student body formed
a soup line. Shown from left to right
are "Big" Hornsby Howell, 220-pound
center from Athens, Ga.; David Kith-

cart, 170-pound end from Gastonia, N.
C . and "Little" Sherwood Thompson,
190-pound guard from Poughkeepsie.
N. Y. The Aggies defeated Morgan 6-0.
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Bell Threatens C I A A . Crown; Boots Virginia State 14-0
Fisher and Harshaw Star
As Aggies Work From T
William "Big Bill" Bell, ex-Ohio
State star, and head mentor here at
A. and T. College, worked out strategy
with his crack assistants, Echols and
Brown, to completely outclass the
powerful eleven from Virginia State
College here November 13, by a score
of 11-0. The victory over the Trojans
put the Aggies in a tie for second
place with two games to go. If the
Aggies lake their remaining games,
and Winston-Salem and West Virginia
lose a game, the Aggies will move in
lust place thereby bringing the banner back to Greensboro for the first
lime in the history of the institution.
Cadet Captain William Bert Neal,
senior, gave a play-by-play description
of the game over the public address
system as the event got underway in
Memorial Stadium at 2:00 p. m. The
first period was mostly a punt duel,
but the second encounter saw "The
Georgia boy". Big Hornsby Howell,
220-pound center from Athens, leaning over the pigskin with the Aggies
clicking from the " T " to pick up
several consecutive first downs. With
the ball resting on the visitors eight
yard line, "Little Hinny Pinny" Coleman, Bell's reserved back, from Poughkeepsi, N. Y., made a dynamic end
sweep to cross pay dirt standing. This
play climaxed a 65-yard drive for the
Aggies, and Blakely's kick was good to
put the Aggies in lead by a 7-0 margin.
About one minute to go in the first half
found the ball on the Trojans twoyard line with second and goal to go
for the Aggies. T h e locals failed to
move the ball over so the ball went
over to the Trojans on downs as the
first half ended with the Aggies leading 7-0. 'The bands from Virginia
State College and A. and T. College
presented an exciting half-time ceremoney.
Trojans Take To Air
T h e third quarter saw the Virginia
State eleven striking from the air only
to gain nothing as the pigskin barely
missed its mark. T h e A. and T. hardcharging line, backed up by Sherwood
"Sookie" Thompson, Joe Williams,
Oglesby. Johnson, Kithcart and Parks,
walked through the visitor's line trapping the hinier before he could get
his pigskin into the air. Meanwhile,
the Aggie's backfield put up a stubborn defense by batting clown and intercepting passes to mar the Trojan's
attempt to score. The A. and T. backfield was composed of Kelly, Harshaw,
Garrison and Jackson, with Coleman
and Fisher pinch-hitting.

Lovely A. & T
11

Lawn. The old A. and T. bell in the
steeple over Crosby Hall could be
heard for miles and miles, as the students rocked the foundation of the
dining hall with cheers and songs. A
number of students staged an old
fashioned square dance in front of
the dining hall, as the campus discussed the defeat of the two top teams
in the CIAA, Morgan and Virginia
State. Everyone is hoping for a field
day over J. C. Smith and North Carolina College.
SPORTS EDITOR

A.&T. Cagers
Sprint Into
Action
Echols Succeeds
Williams
'The A. and T. Cagers held their
first preseason practice last month
with more than thirty hardwooders
signing the roster. In the absence of
Coach Eldridge Williams, who was recently called to the Army, Coach
Joseph G. Echols was assigned the
duty of coaching the cagers during the
coming season.

One reason why the A. and T. Aggies always draw a record crowd to
-4>
their home games is plainly shown above. From left to right are Bettie F.
Virginia State College, is very capable
Wells, Freshman; Lottie B. Brevard, Senior; Martha I. Verdelle, Senior;
of handling the A. and T. quintet, and
and Marie Smythe, Junior.
there are many reasons for one to believe that the cagers will make a re- season's practice thus far has been and that year we were champions of
markable showing in CIAA competi- limited to conditioning the men, and the Greensboro City League. In 1946,
tion this season. Coach Echols stated therefore he has made no decision as the Cadets threatened to win another
trophy in the City League, but withCoach Echols, who is a graduate of in a telephone conversation, that this to the material available.
drew from the race prior to the tournaVeterans Return
ment due to the conduct of some of
With the exception of Mel Davis, the teams. At that time the ROTC
the cagers boast of the return of all had won all of their games with the exveterans from last year's squad, which ception of a split with the Greensboro
made an impressive showing in the Burtners' Club. In 1947, the Cadets
CIAA by splitting their schedule be- racked up nine victories with two detween ten victories, and ten defeats. feats. The ROTC team is hoping to
In addition to the return of the vet- compete with teams from other ROTC
units this season. Also the Cadet
erans, the cagers are said to have iniquintet is purchasing basketball warmtiated eight newcomers into the fold.
up jackets at their own expense, for
The names of these players were not
the rapidly approaching hardwood
released at press time, but we hope to
season.
have the complete lineup and schedule
SPORTS EDITOR
in the next issue of The Register.

Plotting for Smith and State

Coach Echols stated that plans are being made to open the season with a
non-conference game in the college
gymnasium, December 9. At that time
the A. and T. cagers will take on the
powerful Army Air Base quintet from
Orlando, Fla. The preliminary game
has not been announced but it is likely
In scouting the campus concerning
to be between the ROTC and Veterans.
intra - mural sports, your reporter
THE SPORTS EDITOR
scooped up enough evidence to prove
that the A. and T. College Veteran's
basketball team is rapidly rounding into shape for a whale of a victory over
the ROTC Cadets this season. Incidentally, the Cadets have been walking over the ex-service men for several
years, but Paul "Big Boy" Blue, newly
elected coach for the Vets stated that
somebody is going to be greatly disappointed when these two rivals meet
this season. "Confidentially," says Blue
According to a statement made by "the Veterans certainly will make a
Cadet Lt. William Brown, manager better showing than they did last year
of the ROTC basketball team and as- when they met the ROTC. Last seasistant Special Service Officer, two of son, the Cadets toppled the ex-GIs in
the outstanding members of the their second engagement by only a
ROTC team will be awarded a trophy four-point margin."
at the close of the season by the
ROTC Officers' club. Lt. Brown stated
Ford Returns
that the bill which he will put before
In addition to a victory over the
the house at the next meeting requests ROTC, reports state that the veteran
the sum of one dollar from each Cadet five is planning to dominate the entire
Officer in the corps to purchase the intra-mural league by wiping out the
honors for the Cadets' basketball team. hopes of the Omega, Kappa, P.E.M.
If the bill passes the house, and there and all other teams. Some of the outare many reasons to believe that it standing players for the Veterans this
will pass by a sweeping majority, it season are Hubert Ford, flashy forward
will be the first time in the history of from Cere Corda, N. C ; Edward Banthe ROTC basketball team that any ner, ace set shooter from Concord, N.
organization has made an attempt to C ; Berry, Fowler, Eubanks, Russell
stimulate the interest of the players.
and many others whose names were
T h e ROTC basketball team was or- not released.
ganized in 1945 by Thomas Cooper
SPORTS EDITOR

R. 0 . T. C. Tops?

§111

Fans Cheer "T"
The fourth and final period saw the
A. and T. backfield working a beautiful " T " with Jim Fisher, Lin Harshaw
and Athie Garrison the main threats.
The " T " started clicking on the Aggies'
19-yard line, and the locals rapidly
moved the ball to the Trojans 14.
'The entire stadium blazed in an uproar as Garrison received a hand-off
to make an end sweep and cross the
goal without even being touched.
Blakely's kick was in there and the
Aggies led 14-0. T h e only threat by
the visitors came in the waning minutes of the fourth period when the
Aggies fumbled. T h e visitors completed a pass to put the pigskin on
the Aggies' eight yard line, but instead of moving it forward, the Aggies
threw them for a 19-yard loss in the
four downs, thereby gaining possession
of ihe ball as tbe game ended 14-0 in
favor of the A. and T. Aggies.
Students Celebrate
After the victory, the student body
put on a big victory demonstration on
the campus. 'The A. and T. and Virginia State bands combined and
marched from the stadium together,
then gave a short concert on Dudley

High-Steppers

Vets Say "No"

Brown Proposes

Trophy For

R. 0 . T. C. Five

Last week the A.
stop J. C. Smith here
4. Pictured from left
"Big Bill" Bell, head

and T. coaching staff started mapping out strategy to
Thanksgiving, and the North Carolina Eagles, December
to right are Joseph Echols, Englewood, N. J.; William
coach, Akron, Ohio; and Matthew Brown, Canton, Ohio.
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men will have no rights. You cannot
own a home, a plot of ground. Private
property will not exist. You cannot
command, punish, educate your child.
"There is no such thing as parental
authority. The child belongs to the
slate. Marriage is but a civil agreement, dissolved at will. In time the
very state will wither away. But unLeonard M. Dunn, new manager of til the goal is reached the all-powerful
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity basket- state, Russia, will dominate mankind.
ball team, released information leadSince all this is true, how has Coming to a belief that the Q's will domi- munism spread to the far corners of
nate all intra-mural comers on the the world? Why have men and womhardwood this season. Dunn, who as- en embraced a doctrine founded on
sumes the duty formerly held by John materialism and terrorism? CommunJones, states that out of a series of ism abounds in half-truths. Like a
intra-mural games last season, the child reaching for a glittering silver
Omega team ran into one obstacle, knife, men and women have grasped
the highly rated P.E.M. quintet. In for the promised UTOPIA. Communa zig-zag playoff in the college gym- ism beckons the unemployed. Comnasium, the Physical Ed. Majors merely munism entices the underpriveleged.
eked out a close victory to win the Communism enchants those who have
campus intramural trophy. "This sea- forgotten God.
son", says Dunn, "our boys will shine".
The answer to Communism lies not
They Have The "Stuff"
in editorials nor congressional investiHit hard by the loss of two of their gations. The struggle will be won
top men, the Omega team has a power- when we practice the principles upon
ful crop of veterans who will appear which this country was founded.
in the line-up this season. They are
Alexander Graves, James Jones, Peanut Young, Sonny Wilder, Dess Kennedy, Corney Woods, and a dangerous
(Continued from Page 2)
crew of newcomers. Alex Graves is challenge to other campus organizacaptain with the Capers' duet freezing tions. There is no reason why any
in the background. Until the curtain group in the college should elect a
rings up on the hardwood, the sports man and then refuse to support him if
editor, joins thousands of basketball he is doing a good job.
fans in saying, "We hope nothing short
ft is very disgusting, day after day,
of a victorious season for the Omega to deal with people who say by votteam as well as all other teams in the ing that one should be the leader,
Campus Intra-Mural League this sea- and when the time comes for a meeting
or for other work to be done refuse
son."
to perform. Many of us fail to realize
SPORTS EDITOR
the fact that if the organization is a
failure, it is not the president's fault,
ft is the fault of every member concerned.

EXTRA!!

Omega Quint

Points For P. L M .

Lack of Cooperation

The Score Box

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

and
and
and
and
and
and

T
T
T
A
A
T

7
14
0
6
6
14

Wilberforce
Union
Hampton
Shaw
Morgan
Virginia State

13
7
21
12
0
0
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ings and accepts his or her share of
tution and I am an Aggie. I have
confidence in the team. Confidence
the responsibility.
begets confidence, f only regret that
Show me an organization that is
I have but ONE mouth to cheer
progressing and I will show you memwith. 'BEAT N O R T H CAROLINA
bers working together to get a job
STATE'."
done. If a task is to be accomplished
# **
they are in there pitching to give
BETH ALEXANDER, Senior, History
strength to see it through.
Major: "Cheering builds the morale
Too many of our campus groups are
of the school. Where the cheering
going to find themselves ending up on
can be heard it makes the players
the rocks just at the most inopportune
fight and even if they lose they know
time if there is continued neglect,
the school is behind them."
and when this time comes we will still
# #*
be blaming Mr. So and So after he
has resigned.
GERTRUDE LEE, Junior, Industrial
Let us select the Solum Ceres Club
Labor Relations Major: "I cheer to
slogan, "Cooperation is the key to sucbring our team on to victory. The
cess," and give our wholehearted supelfect of a loud yell has a tremendous
port to the group we stand for. If
influence upon a player with a ball
and no breath left in his body. It
we are farmers, let us be good farmers;
is the needed inspiration that puts
if we are seniors, let us be loyal
new energy in his worn-out aching
seniors. "Let us be the best whatever
muscles and carries hiin over the
we are."
goal."
ALBERT W. SPRUILL, '48
LET'S GIVE WITH
BETTER
CHEERS ! !

Why

(Continued from Page 7)
their rendition of "The Star Spangled
Banner". In this particular number,
Rudolph Boone, and James Faison
were featured on solo trumpets. Also
the A. and T. band received credit for
the band cheers which were rendered
during the game. The Virginia State
band was welcomed to our campus by
the entire student body, and the Virginia Club gave them a dance in North
Campus Recreation center after the
game.

Further observance of National Negro Ed neat ion Week included other
prominent speakers, and various other
programs. Dr. Henri Peyre, head of
the Department of French at Yale University presented a lecture at 10:00
A. M., November 10, in Harrison
Auditorium. Dr. Peyre is the author
of Louis Menard, Shelley and France,
and several other books.
Climaxing the series of programs
was a public meeting in Harrison
Auditorium at 3:30, November 14, on
Negro Achievement. The speaker was
Dr. Harry T. Penn of Roanoke, Virginia. Grand Basileus of the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity. Dr. Penn, member of the Roanoke school board,
spoke on "Make America Safe by Insuring justice For All." Music was
furnished by lbe Dudley High School
Chorus.

W e Cheer
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there is no special reason. It is a
part of being a true Aggie."
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by modern scientists, if it were used
THELMA CAMPBELL, Senior, Home advantageously."
He stated, "In order to live together
Economics Major: "I think it is a
lack of spirit; they don't have any we must get rid of selfishness. Don't
'blue veins.' I cheer because I want seek honor for honor's sake, don't take
to push the boys and because when advantage because we can. If those
we yell, they can't lose. I feel that things are practiced we can learn to
if they can be abused on the field, live together." He further declared
the least we can do is cheer for that, "When man learns to live together, that will be education."
them.
Music for the program was rendered
# *#

# # *

MILLARD T. F.PPSE, Junior, Fine
Arts Major: "I cheer because I know
my pals are fighting, but I feel like
a fool when I look about me and
see tight lips."
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I am not afraid of criticism, as a WILLIAM N. MASON, Industrial Arts:
"I cheer because no phase of life,
matter of fact, I admire constructive
whether public or private, can be
criticism, but I detest someone saying
free from duty. My duty is to cheer.
an organization is not doing anything
T h e team is fighting for this instiwhen that person fails to attend meet-
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A. & T. Band at Shaw;

by the A. and T. Choral Society, directed by Professor C. A. Braithwaite.
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is everything. Through eons and eons
of time this matter has evolved. The
centuries have witnessed the drama of
survival of the fittest. Through struggle
and strife, plant feasted on plant, animal on animal. Man himself evolved
upward to his present state by conquering and living on lower forms
of life. But man, they say, still progresses. His goal—a classless society!
The constant struggle will not end
until inequality is wiped out, until
government is destroyed, until all men
are absolutely equal. This ceaseless
strife that has existed through the
years must be aided. "Sow hatred,
breed unrest, undermine government,"
preach the Communists. "This will
hasten the attainment of the classless
society."
Class warfare is the answer to
Russian instigated French and German
strikes. It is why Communists struggle
for control of labor unions in America.
The Communist is not interested in
the betterment of the underpaid worker, settlement of the Negro question.
When all these problems are settled,
Communist will still agitate for something. Men are but pawns, tools to
hasten the economic goal of a classless society.
In the Communist classless society
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